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NOT AS IT SEEMS: We often use the outlook for GDP as a shorthand for company earnings
and the stock market. They are loosely connected and we are positive both, but it is important to
understand the big differences (see chart), especially with dominance of ‘macro’ issues now, a
+7% GDP rebound and Fed to tighten policy. Five differences between market and economy:

1) Sectors: The equity focus is on tech (XLK), but with a scarcity of financials (XLF), real estate
(XLRE), and commodities vs GDP. Real estate and energy (XLE) are only 2.5% of US equities.

2) Small caps: The equity market understates the small cap (IWM) focus in the economy and
employment, representing 15% of stock market value but an estimated 50% of the US economy.

3) Overseas: 35% of US corporate revenues come from overseas, 10pp higher than the size of
trade to GDP. Overseas revenue is more in other regions, such as Europe (IEUR), at over 50%.

4) Government: Pre-covid government spending was 35% of US GDP, whilst state-owned
companies are largely absent from the US equity market – though not in others, such as China.

5) Forward looking: Using GDP-as-a-shorthand overlooks 1) forward-looking nature of equity
markets, and 2) impact of valuations and bond yields. This drove much of the 2020 equity rally.

IMPLICATIONS: Our favored cyclicals (financials, commodities, small cap) are understated in
the market, a support as come back into favour. Markets can also impact GDP, with a
wealth-effect from strong gains (if spent) and inequality impact (as helps only those invested).

TODAY: A more hawkish Fed raised GDP and inflation outlook, brought rate hike outlook into
2023, and began internal ‘tapering’ talk. We see higher volatility, but markets as very resilient.
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